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Abstract 

Semantics of UML state chart diagrams and timed automata are represented by timed 

transition systems. Based on the semantic equivalence, a method for transforming a state 

chart diagram into timed automata is proposed for the purpose of formally verifying 

requirements specification described by simplified CTL (Computation Tree Logic, CTL). The 

timed automata and simplified CTL is used as inputs of Uppaal for model checking. 
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1. Introduction 

UML has become the de facto standard software modeling language. It includes use case 

diagrams, class diagrams, activity diagrams, state chart diagrams, et al. A state chart diagram 

specifies the reactive behavior of a class or the corresponding object. So it is widely used 

during software design phases.  

Finding errors and conflicts in the early software development stage can significantly 

reduce entire development cost. In order to verify the functional correctness and analyze 

nonfunctional properties of a system in the early development phase, formal verification and 

analysis are necessary. Lacking of formal semantics, UML models can not be verified and 

analyzed formally.  

Model checking [1] is an efficient verification method. It can be executed automatically 

and provide reversed error paths. A lot of model checking tools, such as Uppaal [2], have 

appeared. Uppaal has an easy-to-use graphical user interface and also applies for real-time 

system verification. Timed automata (TA) [3] are input models of Uppaal. Software 

requirements specifications are described with CTL (Computation Tree Logic, CTL) [1] in 

Uppaal. 

This paper proposes an approach to transforming a UML state chart diagram and 

requirements specifications described with CTL into timed automata for formal verification 

with Uppaal. 
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2. Related Work 

To meet the requirement of a more precise UML, several formalizing methods have been 

proposed for the behavioral of UML [4, 5, 6] and, in particular, the formalization of a state 

chart diagram [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Semantics of a state chart diagram is represented by model 

transition systems [12] in [10]. Lian et al. [8] propose a framework to transform UML state 

chart diagrams to Petri nets for dynamic semantics analysis. But Petri nets should also be 

transformed into input models of a model checker for verification.  

Latella, et. al., [11] presents a methods for model checking a UML state chart diagram with 

SPIN [13]. Zhao et al. [9] propose mapping rules between a UML state chart diagram and 

Kripke structures [14] for model checking with NuSMV [15]. Uppaal provides a more user-

friendly interface and applies to real-time system model checking. Furthermore, timed 

automata, input languages of Uppaal, hold similar semantics with UML state chart diagrams. 

 

3. Preliminaries 
 

3.1. Timed Automata 

Let C  is the set of clocks. j  is clock constrains where 
1 2
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and ~ { , , , , }Î < £ = = ³ > . Let ( )B C  be the set of j . 
0
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number to a clock variable. 
0
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A timed automaton [16] is a 6-tuple 
0
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Semantics of an automaton (
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system [17] 
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3.2. Semantics of a State Chart Diagram 

A state chart diagram is an 8-tuple 
0

, , , , , , ,SD P p T D L E G A= < > , where P  is the set of 

states with the initial state 
0

p , T P PÍ ´  is the set of transition arcs, E  is the set of events, 

G  is the set of guards, A  is the set of actions, :L T E G A® ´ ´ , 
0: {[ , ]| , }

l u l u l u
D E d d d d R d d³® Î Ù £  represents time interval domain of each event. 
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Semantics of a state chart diagram can be represented by a timed transition system 

0
( , , )
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3.3. Model Checking 

UPPAAL is designed to check whether a subset of CTL formulas are satisfied in the 

functional and structure models described by timed automata. Representation of a 

specification for a real-time system is represented by composition of a CTL formula and an 

observer automaton.  

Simplified CTL is used in Uppaal. A simplified formula consists of path operators (A-all, 

E-exist), time operators ([]-all the future, <>-some time in the future) and predicate formulas. 

The formulas can be divided into five types [18]. 

 

4. Modeling a State Chart Diagram with Timed Automata 

A transition in a state chart is driven by an external event or an event triggered by the 

execution of another transition (named action event) when the guard condition is satisfied. 

Execution of a transition will result in triggering some events. Key factors for transforming a 

state chart diagram into timed automata is how to model an external event, how to model a 

transition and how to model an event triggered by the execution of a transition.  

A global urgent channel should be defined before defining any timed automata. The 

channel is named “go” in this paper. This channel ensure that the timed automaton commit a 

state transition after receiving the synchronous signal when other conditions are satisfied. 

 

4.1. Define a Global Synchronous Signal Generator 

Figure 1 defines a global synchronous signal generator. It generates synchronous signals 

continuously to ensure the enabled receiver commit a transition. 
 

go!

 

Figure 1. A Global Synchronous Signal Generator 
 

4.2. Modeling an External Event 

A transition in a state chart diagram may triggered by an external event when it is enabled. 

An external event of the same type may appear after some time interval. Figure 2 is a timed 

automaton for an external event in Uppaal. It shows that the event “ee ” will be sent when the 

clock is between dl  and du  time units. The clock variable c  is reset to zero after an event is 

triggered.  
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c<=dudisabled firing

c>=dl ee!

c=0

go?

 

Figure 2. An External Event Model in Uppaal 
 

4.3. Modeling a Transition and Action Events 

An enabled transition in a state chart diagram will be executed once the synchronous event 

“e” appears. On the execution, an action will be taken and some events, such as “ae”, will be 

generated. For some reasons, such as communication delay, the following state will receive 

updated signal after some period between “dl” and “du” time units. In Figure 3, the formula 

“g=true” represents that the enabled condition is satisfied; “e?” represents a receiving event; 

the arc marked with “ae!” represents creating an action event. 

 

c<=dudisabled firing

c>=dl

U
ae!g=true

c=0

e?

updateSomething
 

Figure 3. A Model for a Transition and its Created Action Events in Uppaal 
 

5. Realization 

In order to verify a state chart diagram with Uppaal, following steps should be taken: 

1) Define a global urgent channel variable, named “go”; 

2) Define an automaton for generating a global synchronous signal according to the 

method in Section 4.1; 

3) Define an automaton for each external event according to the method in Section 4.2; 

4) Define an automaton for each transition in the state chart diagram according to the 

method in Section 4.3; 

5) Define a CTL formula for each non-real-time requirement specification; 

6) Define an observer automaton for each real-time requirement specification according to 

the tutorial on Uppaal [19]. 
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6. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a method to transform a state chart diagram into timed automata for 

requirement specification verification based on semantics equivalence. Events for triggering a 

transition are generated by timed automata. A UML state chart diagram can be verified 

formally. Dependability of the software model can be enhanced. We will develop a tool for 

automatic model transformation in the future. 
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